Reaching insular communities with reliable health information: the Jewish Orthodox Women’s Medical Association (JOWMA) Covid-19 hotline
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Background

- Mistrust of health authorities and government can undermine public health efforts to promote vaccination within self-protective religious and ethnic communities (Kasstan 2020).
- Self-protective religious communities, such as various Haredi Orthodox Jewish groups, often have greater trust in medical organizations within their own networks for health information (Carmody, 2021).
- Novel methods of reaching these communities are needed to channel culturally-sensitive and accurate information about vaccines that will promote acceptance.
- The JOWMA Covid-19 health tele-hotline was developed to deliver reliable education around Covid-19 infection and vaccines to Haredi communities.

Specific Aims & Objectives

- Analyze the de-identified JOWMA informational health education community tele-hotline log for call traffic over time and selections made by callers of pre-recorded health information topics
- Analyze thematic content of hotline callers’ questions and concerns from log notes from hotline staff volunteers made for internal quality monitoring and training
- Describe basic demographic information of callers who elected to provide information on live calls, including religious affiliation
- Share knowledge gained through internal analysis of hotline operations so that findings, including feasibility and trends, may be used to inform policies for providing culturally specific health information to self-protective religious health communities and other communities experiencing vaccine inequities.

Methods

- JOWMA staffed a Covid-19 tele-hotline by physicians and medical students to provide information and address questions about Covid-19 vaccines for Haredi communities from 7 Oct 2021 to 30 Jun 2022.
- The hotline offered 3 options: Speak with a volunteer, leave a voicemail for callback, or listen to pre-recorded health education information.
- Using descriptive analyses of the de-identified call tracking log, we tabulated hotline traffic, selections of pre-recorded health information, and classified thematic content of callers’ questions.

Results

- Traffic on the hotline during the eight months of hotline operation included 5192 calls from the United States, Canada, Israel and the United Kingdom. Calls over time corresponded to novelty of the hotline upon launch and intermittent, extensive advertising campaigns, with most traffic occurring over the first two months.
- Of the 669 voicemails and missed calls, 511 (76.3%) were returned, and contact was made with approximately 370 (55.3%) of those.
- Affiliation data from 213 calls showed callers overwhelmingly self-identified as Orthodox Jewish (96%) and comprised a diversity of sub-groups.
- The majority of callers (64%) chose to listen to pre-recorded information.
- Average listening time of callers with a call duration of > 2 minutes was 11.48 minutes, ranging from 2:01 minutes to 3 hours 53:55 minutes.
- From the pre-recorded options, the majority of callers chose to listen to pre-recorded information on Covid-19 vaccines and pregnancy.
- Preliminary descriptive results of call content using term-frequency analysis of the most common concerns about Covid-19 vaccines were infertility risk, vaccination during pregnancy, and the risk-benefit analysis of vaccination after infection.

Graphs/Figures

- FIGURE 1: Breakdown of call traffic by type
- FIGURE 2: Hotline traffic over time
- FIGURE 3: Pre-recorded Covid-19 health information caller selections

Conclusions

- Tele-hotlines can be a highly utilized, feasible method for providing culturally-specific health information to self-protective religious communities.
- Our preliminary thematic data reveal prominent concerns within Orthodox Jewish communities about Covid vaccines and fertility as well as vaccine safety during pregnancy. Hotline data may be useful to guide future public health responses to community health education.
- Limitations of hotline operation included volunteers with varying levels of vaccine-specific training, language barriers, “anti-vax” callers with malignant intent, limited schedules for volunteers that led to missed calls, callers who did not respond to callbacks, only a live call option that may have deterred people who preferred a text or online platform.
- Limits of our current analysis include only partial notes from volunteers on call thematic content.
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